ATTITUDE OVER INTELLIGENCE
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Common notion is, brainy ones excel better and have the greater or greatest chances to success than those who are mere patiently struggling for good performance.

It is positively debatable. Research showed that there are two classification of core attitudes. These are growth mindset and fixed mindset. People who have lack confidence that they can change and improve for the better full under fixed mindset. They are the one who don’t like to grow and expand horizon. While those who excel effort patiently, creatively find ways to improve performance are the growth mindset people. Thus, growth mindset people outperformed fixed mindset ones.

This is factual. I can attest to it. I am not intelligent type of person but I possess patience. I patiently learn thing around. How it works and why it works. In my sixteen years of service, I patiently learn the skills and techniques in teaching Mathematics. Thus, I was able to produce competitive Mathematics pupils. I patiently make the twenty plus struggling learners readers at the end of August yearly.

As long as you possess the attitude which is patience, handling challenges and setbacks will be easy. Turning dumbness to intelligence is effortless, sadness to happiness and failure to success.

Having the attitude of patience will get you further in life.
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